Lateral diffusion of small solutes and partition of amphipaths in defect structures of lipid bilayers.
The excimer formation technique has been applied to investigate the mechanism of the lateral diffusion in the crystalline P beta' phase of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine vesicles. This became possible at low pyrene concentrations. From the shape of phase-transition curves, from the effect of pressure up to 150 bar and from the perturbation induced by cholesterol, we conclude that the free volume model could also be applied to the P beta' phase. However, the diffusion is thought to occur in defect structures that are considered to form fluid pathways between domains of crystalline lipid. Partition coefficients of amphipaths provide a basis for testing for the role of defects. The amphipath chlorpromazine partitions into fluid membranes with a partition coefficient, kp, of 3200, into the crystalline phase with kp = 200 but into the P beta' phase with a value of kp = 800. This again gives rise to the assumption that the P beta' phase contains fluid domains that behave like the fluid L alpha phase and make up about 10-20% of the total amount of lipid in the bilayer. Cholesterol is known to interfere especially with defect structures in the P beta' phase. It fills up the gaps, and therefore reduces the partition coefficient to almost zero in the P beta' phase.